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This paper offers a legal perspective on the phenomenon of shadow banning: content mod- 

eration sanctions which are undetectable to those affected. Drawing on recent social sci- 

ence research, it connects current concerns about shadow banning to novel visibility man- 

agement techniques in content moderation, such as delisting and demotion. Conventional 

moderation techniques such as outright content removal or account suspension can be ob- 

served by those affected, but these new visibility often cannot. This lends newfound signif- 

icance to the legal question of moderation transparency rights. The EU Digital Services Act 

(DSA) is analysed in this light, as the first major legislation to regulate transparency of vis- 

ibility remedies. In effect, its due process framework prohibits shadow banning with only 

limited exceptions. In doing so, the DSA surfaces tensions between two competing mod- 

els for content moderation: as rule-bound administration or as adversarial security conflict. 

I discuss possible interpretations and trade-offs for this regime, and then turn to a more 

fundamental problem: how to define visibility reduction as a category of content modera- 

tion actions. The concept of visibility reduction or ‘demotions’ is central to both the shadow 

banning imaginary and to the DSA’s safeguards, but its meaning is far from straightforward. 

Responding to claims that demotion is entirely relative, and therefore not actionable as a 

category of content moderation sanctions, I show how visibility reduction can still be reg- 

ulated when defined as ex post adjustments to engagement-based relevance scores. Still, 

regulating demotion in this way will not cover all exercises of ranking power, since it mani- 

fests not only in individual cases of moderation but also through structural acts of content 

curation; not just by reducing visibility, but by producing visibility. 

© 2023 Paddy Leerssen. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Content moderation knows no shortage of scandals. From
Twitter suspending Donald Trump to YouTube banning Alex
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Jones, the public record is rife with controversy, debate, and
backlash. And yet, speculation abounds that many more cases
may be hidden from view. “Shadow banning”, as it has come
to be known, alleges that platforms intervene in subtler ways,
not by suspending users outright but by secretly demoting
them in their recommender systems. 
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Accusations of shadow banning elicit conflicting re- 
ponses. For some, it is mere paranoia, stemming from misun- 
erstandings about the ways platforms curate content. Others 
gree that shadow banning exists, but disagree as to its mer- 
ts. Is it devious and undemocratic subterfuge, repugnant to 
undamental rights and due process? A harsh but necessary 
efence against social media’s most persistent bad actors? 
r simply an unintended by-product of new visibility man- 
gement techniques in content moderation? These questions 
ave become all the more pressing as the EU moves to regu- 

ate due process and transparency for content moderation in 

ts new Digital Services Act (DSA). This law attempts to settle 
he shadow banning question: when, if at all, should content 

oderation decisions be allowed to remain secret? 
This paper offers a legal perspective on the shadow ban- 

ing phenomenon. Drawing on recent research in the so- 
ial sciences and humanities, it starts by analysing shadow 

anning in terms of its terminology, techniques, and policy 
rivers. Then it examines how the DSA regulates shadow ban- 
ing through its new due process framework for content mod- 
ration, and how this legislation attempts to balance con- 
icting interests in transparency and secrecy. The final sec- 
ion critiques the concept of visibility reduction or ‘demotion’,
hich is central to both the shadow banning imaginary and 

he DSA’s response to it. I review the challenges in defining 
nd enforcing demotion as a legal category, and its limitations 
n checking the more structural dimensions of ranking power 
s content curation. 

. ‘Shadow banning’ as a function of visibility 

emedies 

his section introduces the shadow banning phenomenon. It 
iscusses the concept of shadow banning, the content moder- 
tion techniques involved, and the policy considerations driv- 
ng this phenomenon. My core claim is that shadow banning 
efers primarily to output-based forms of opacity: the what of 

oderation, not the why . Shadow banning concerns therefore 
evolve mainly around novel visibility reduction techniques,
hich are output-opaque, rather than conventional content 
oderation techniques such as account suspension and 

ontent removal, which are generally self-evident to those 
ffected. In this way, shadow banning discourse reflects 
eightened transparency concerns associated with the move 

n content moderation towards visibility reduction. 

.1. Definitions: what is shadow banning? 

he term “shadow banning” is colloquial in origin and its us- 
ge has changed over time. Originally, the term referred to 
 deceptive type of account suspension on web forums: a 
hadow banned user would be give the impression that they 
ere still able to post, whereas in fact their content was no 

onger visible to any other users ( Radsch, 2021 ). Some sources 
ontinue to use the term in this way (including, as we will see,
he DSA itself). But in most recent usage, shadow banning usu- 
lly refers to alternative remedies, especially visibility reme- 
ies such as delisting and downranking ( Cotter, 2021 ). These 
emedies do not cut off access to content entirely, but instead 
ake this content less visible through discovery features such 

s search and recommendation. 
It is in this new, broader form, that talk of “shadow ban- 

ing” has become prevalent in popular and academic dis- 
ourses. In 2018, US president Donald Trump accused social 
edia firms without evidence of “shadow banning” conserva- 

ive viewpoints ( Radsch, 2021 ). Elon Musk, during his takeover 
f Twitter, tweeted ominous imagery of a shadowy cabal he de- 
cribed as the “Twitter Shadow Ban Council” ( Nicholas, 2022 ).
n the other end of the political spectrum, shadow banning al- 

egations have also been raised by marginalised groups includ- 
ng online sex workers and LGBT + users, as well as by climate
ctivists ( Are, 2021 ; Griffin, 2022 ; Lulamae, 2022 ; Nicolas, 2022 ).
oncurrently, social scientists have also started inquiries into 
hadow banning ( Myers West, 2018 ; Cotter, 2021 ; Le Merrer 
t al., 2021; Jaidka et al., 2022 ; Horten, 2021 ). Some have tried to
etect shadow banning using computational methods, while 
thers have investigated user experiences and perceptions.
hese studies tend to define shadow banning broadly, for in- 
tance, as “a wide range of techniques that artificially limit 
he visibility of targeted users or user posts” ( Le Merrer et al.,
021 ). 

What seems to unite the previous and present meanings of 
hadow banning, is a particular form of secrecy. Whether as 
ccount suspension or as visibility restriction, shadow ban- 
ing has always referred to content moderation sanctions 
hich the affected user is unable to detect. Shadow banning 
iscourse therefore articulates a distinct type of transparency- 
ased critique; whereas much criticism addresses the un- 
ertain grounds for content moderation, and asks why cer- 
ain items have been actioned and not others, shadow ban- 
ing speaks to a prior question: what items have been ac- 

ioned in the first place? (c.f. Gorwa et al., 2020 ; Suzor et al.,
019 ) In algorithmic terms, shadow banning speaks to an 

pacity of content moderation’s outputs, rather than logics or 
nputs. 

Shadow banning therefore raises distinct normative con- 
erns; compared to unexplained sanctions, secret sanctions 
re even more difficult to hold to account or resist. From a legal 
erspective, unexplained sanctions are problematic because 
hey thwart opportunities for reasoned contestation, appeal,
nd hence due process ( Waldron, 2016 ). But secret sanctions 
o further still, precluding practically all possibilities for indi- 
idual and collective resistance – whether through legal reme- 
ies or through social or political pushback (q.v. Cobbe, 2021 ).
his makes shadow banning an especially powerful and con- 

roversial form of secrecy. 
A question I will bracket for now, is how to define content 

oderation sanctions such as visibility reductions. In many 
hadow banning disputes, I will argue further below, the true 
isagreement may not be an empirical – has the item been 

oderated or not? - but rather conceptual – what does it mean 

or an item to be moderated? In the context of algorithmic 
anking and visibility management, many practices tread an 

nclear line between content moderation, as a process of con- 
ent classification and enforcement through sanctions, versus 
ontent curation, as the process through which platforms se- 
ect for relevance and “filter abundance into a collection of 

anageable size” ( Thorson and Wells, 2016 ). I return to this 
roblem below. 
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1 Platform denials are often based on restrictive (and perhaps 
misleading) conceptions of shadow banning. One official state- 
ment post by Twitter (2018) denied shadow banning, defined as: 
“deliberately making someone’s content undiscoverable to everyone 
except the person who posted it, unbeknownst to the original poster”
(emphasis mine). Their statement, though nominally denying 
shadow bans, fails to clarify whether non-takedown remedies 
such as downranking are being applied without notice. Kelley 
Cotter (2021) observes a similar strategy in Instagram’s communi- 
cations: “while Instagram’s statements avoid obvious falsehoods, 
they omit important clarifying information, for example a clear 
and consistent definition of shadowbanning”. 
2.2. Techniques: how do platforms shadow ban? 

Shadow banning is at once a matter of policy and of design.
As a matter of policy, shadow banning is per definition a sanc-
tion which is not disclosed to the affected user. But as a mat-
ter of design, some sanctions can still be observed by users
even when they are not disclosed, and even despite deliberate
efforts to conceal them. Content moderation leaves “traces”
( Gillespie, 2022 ), and some remedies leave clearer traces than
others. Shadow banning occurs, therefore, when a traceless
remedy is not disclosed. Below I will argue that the conven-
tional methods of takedown and account suspension are rel-
atively self-evident even when platforms try to conceal them,
and therefore do not afford effective shadow banning. Visi-
bility remedies, by contrast, leave little or no trace and result
in shadow bans by default. This makes the policy question of
moderation transparency rights all the more salient for these
novel techniques. 

Content takedown and account suspension are self-
evident because they cut off engagement by all other users
(views, likes, comments, and so forth). Platforms may try to
conceal this fact by presenting an alternative reality to the af-
fected user, giving them the false impression that their con-
tent is still online whereas in fact nobody else can see it.
But these methods are unlikely to mislead users for long,
since they cause all engagement to grind to a halt. All but
the least popular uploaders, therefore, are likely to notice that
something is amiss. And since these takedowns and suspen-
sions cut off all engagement, any suspicions are relatively
straightforward to test, for instance by logging off, switch-
ing to a different account, or asking a friend to check for ac-
cess. For these reasons, takedowns and suspensions do not
afford enduring secrecy, even when platforms try to conceal
them. 

Visibility remedies, by contrast, tend to be subtler. Their
precise effects vary, since visibility remedies can take various
forms ( Goldman, 2021 ; Gillespie, 2022 ). Platforms can remove
content entirely from a given feature (‘delisting’), reduce its
relative prominence within that feature (‘demotion’), or im-
pose some other restriction such as a disclaimer or warning
screen. These modalities can in turn apply to different rec-
ommendation (sub)systems. For instance, Twitter’s arsenal of
visibility remedies includes search delisting; search sugges-
tion delisting; and “reply deboosts”, which demote the tar-
get’s replies to the bottom of the page and hide it behind a
“show more replies” prompt ( Jaidka et al, 2022 ). In theory, vis-
ibility restrictions can also be personalised towards specific
audiences, and hide an item from certain cohorts or demo-
graphics but not from others. Through these and other fea-
tures, platforms conduct a complex “management of visibili-
ties” that steers and nudges audiences in more or less subtle
ways ( Flyverbom, 2019 ). 

The problem with observing visibility remedies is, in
essence, that visibility on platforms fluctuates constantly and
on a personalised basis. Content visibility is governed by
complex recommender and search systems, which operate
through recursive interactions between user behaviour and
machine-learning optimisation algorithms ( Leerssen, 2020 ).
In this dynamic, volatile process of content curation, visibil-
ity restrictions are simply one factor out of very many, and
their impact on overall outcomes may be difficult or even im-
possible to discern ( Jaidka et al., 2022 ; Le Merrer et al., 2021 ;
Horten, 2021 ). And since visibility outcomes are personalised
to individual users, even observing these outcomes at a sys-
temic level is challenging ( Bodo et al., 2017 ). 

Visibility restrictions are most noticeable when they cause
steep drops in an item’s traffic ( Cotter, 2021 ). But even this
is not conclusive evidence. The same drops can also be at-
tributed to user-related changes such as weakening audience
engagement or intensified competition from rival uploaders
( Gillespie, 2022 ). The cause could also be a structural change
to the platform’s ranking methods, rather than an individually
targeted sanction. These competing explanations are difficult
to rule out since most platforms do not disclose detailed rec-
ommendation and engagement data to their uploaders. Most
platforms offer little more than aggregate counts of views and
engagements, and not the types of recommendation and ana-
lytic data that would allow users to observe shadow banning’s
effects, and distinguish them from more routine operations
( Section 4.2 below). 

Allegations of shadow banning in specific cases tend to
be ignored by platforms, or responded to only partially, even
though they admit at a policy level to using visibility restric-
tions.1 For Kelley Cotter (2021) , this strategy amounts to a form
of “gaslighting”, which maintains the platform’s “epistemic
authority” over shadow banning allegations while delegitimis-
ing valid concerns as paranoia or conspiracy theory. The plat-
form’s epistemic authority over visibility remedies is not ab-
solute, however. Academics and other experts have been able
to demonstrate undisclosed demotions. By collecting ranking
data at scale, with the help of bots or user participants, one
can detect especially drastic and targeted changes to recom-
mendation trends, which permit few other explanations than
a targeted restriction (Jaidka et al., 2021; Le Merrer et al., 2021 ;
Horten, 2021 ). But these sophisticated measures are out of
reach for the vast majority of users. And in theory, platforms
could minimise the risk of detection by designing their down-
ranking measures adversarially, for instance by downrank-
ing items gradually over time rather than instantaneously
( Pasquale, 2015 , p. 285). By the same logic it follows that the
most restrictive delisting measures are relatively more easy to
detect than subtler forms of demotion, since their effects are
more pronounced. Researchers have been able to create tools
that test for delisting automatically, such as Shadowban.eu
and Whosban.eu ( Le Merrer et al., 2021 ). These tools can in-
stantly test whether specific accounts have been delisted from
Twitter’s search and autosuggest features by querying relevant
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hrases, but for subtler demotions such tests would be more 
hallenging. Ironically, then, for their victims and for the pub- 
ic at large, visibility remedies are often invisible. 

An additional category of opaque moderation techniques 
s demonetisation, which renders items ineligible for adver- 
isement revenue-sharing programs (i.e. ‘monetisation’). In a 
tudy of YouTube’s policies, Robyn Caplan and Tarleton Gille- 
pie (2020) note that demonetisation can also be difficult for 
sers to observe. Much like visibility restrictions, the prob- 

em with observing demonetisation stems from a combina- 
ion of volatile engagement patterns and a lack of granular 
ata access. Since YouTube’s disbursement statements did not 
reak down revenue for individual videos, users were usu- 
lly unable to discern whether any of their videos might have 
een demonetised—let alone establish which videos in partic- 
lar had been actioned. In 2018, YouTube changed course and 

tarted disclosing monetisation status on a per-video basis.
his newfound transparency prompted vigorous criticism and 

esistance from users, who saw inconsistency and discrim- 
nation in YouTube’s decisions ( Caplan and Gillespie, 2020 ).
ome of these users sought to hold YouTube accountable 
hrough public criticism and awareness raising, whilst others 
esisted the policy by switching to other platforms or other 
evenue models (e.g. direct donations). This episode speaks 
o the importance of notice policies for unobservable reme- 
ies such as demonetisation, delisting and demotion. With 

otice, they are resisted. Without notice, they result in shadow 

ans. 

.3. Policies: why do platforms shadow ban? 

n light of the above, it should be clear why shadow banning 
oncerns revolve primarily around visibility remedies, and, to 
 lesser extent, demonetisation. The basic problem with these 
emedies is that, unless notified, users struggle to ascertain 

hether or not they have been sanctioned. Explaining this 
henomenon therefore entails two discrete questions: Why 
o platforms deploy visibility restrictions? And why do they 
efrain from notifying them? 

To start with the first question: platforms have recently 
tarted intensifying their use of visibility reductions as a sup- 
lement to conventional moderation strategies. In particu- 

ar, visibility remedies are used to manage new controver- 
ies which often fall short of violating established laws, such 

s disinformation, hate speech, and ‘clickbait’. To justify in- 
ervention on such issues, and deflect accusations of censor- 
hip, platforms and policymakers alike have touted visibility 
eduction as a less restrictive alternative to removal. “We’re 
ot arguing for censorship, we’re arguing just take it off the 
age, put it somewhere else.”, Google CEO Eric Schmidt has 
laimed ( Wisner, 2017 ). For Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg,
isibility reduction would help platforms to manage disinfor- 
ation without becoming “arbiters of truth” ( Swisher, 2018 ).

ather than remove disinformation, Zuckerberg argued, “we 
eel like our responsibility is to prevent hoaxes from going vi- 
al and being widely distributed” ( Swisher, 2018 ). This turn to 
isibility remedies forms part of a broader reframing of plat- 
orm culpability from publication to amplification , i.e. the grant- 
ng of excessive visibility ( Keller, 2021 ; Miller, 2021 ). Its slogan: 
enee DiResta’s widely-cited adage that “free speech is not 
ree reach” ( Diresta, 2018 ). 

What is missing from this account is the problem of trans- 
arency. Given that visibility remedies are less noticeable than 

onventional sanctions, and therefore result in shadow ban- 
ing, they are arguably more restrictive for users, not less 
 Horten, 2021 ). The perverse result is a type of reverse pro-
ortionality: the most sensitive edge-cases end up being gov- 
rned by the least transparent means. Instead of a Ministry of 
ruth, we get a secret police. 

Why, then, are most visibility remedies not disclosed to 
sers? One factor may be the cost and complexity of disclo- 
ure; Gillespie (2022) notes that visibility restrictions are more 
omplex than other sanctions, and not as amenable to mean- 
ngful disclosure. The sheer novelty of these techniques might 
lso explain, in part, why disclosure practices have not yet 
aught up. But besides mere cost and novelty, platforms may 
lso have more deliberate reasons to maintain secrecy. For 
nstance, Monica Horten (2021) sees shadow banning mea- 
ures as a strategy grounded in the adversarial logics of com- 
uter security. From the moderator’s perspective, secret sanc- 
ions can be a convenient way of mitigating resistance and 

daptation from persistent rules violators such as commer- 
ial spammers. If notified, these users might for instance re- 
pond by creating new accounts, or by attempting through 

rial and error to reverse engineer the platform’s classification 

ethods so as to ‘game the system’ and evade detection alto- 
ether ( Cotter, 2019 ). Still, what counts as legitimate compli- 
nce and what amounts to illegitimate ‘gaming’ is determined 

y the platform itself and in practice often deeply ambiguous 
 Cotter, 2019 ; Poell et al., 2022 ). That ambiguity may be prob-
ematic from a legal due process perspective, which insists on 

ule-bound and foreseeable sanctions. But from the modera- 
or’s perspective, notifying these sanctions and clarifying am- 
iguities may only serves to lessen one’s control over the ser- 
ice. For the platform, shadow banning may then be a feature,
ot a bug. From a public interest perspective, tensions emerge 
etween ideals of due process and accountability on the one 
and, and the need for effective content moderation on the 
ther hand. 

Although defences of shadow banning are often cast in the 
echnocratic language of security and circumvention, there 
re also political and reputational interests at stake. Platforms 
re unlikely to admit it, but opaque visibility remedies can 

e a strategy to avoid public accountability ( Gillespie, 2022 ).
latforms may well claim to embrace transparency and ac- 
ountability, but their track records show the opposite; many 
mportant transparency reforms are only made under public 
ressure or legal obligation ( Zalnierute, 2021 ). It is clear that 
latforms see content moderation as a source of reputational 
isk, and secrecy as a means to mitigate this risk. For instance,
acebook maintained a secret program known as XCheck to 
xempt high-profile accounts from their routine content mod- 
ration programs, with the explicit goal of avoiding errors that 
ight result in scandal ( Horwitz, 2021 ). 
In this light, platforms may also be inclined to exaggerate 

he technical importance of shadow banning in their mod- 
ration strategies, as a means to combat ‘bad actors’. Their 
laims here should be taken with a grain of salt. The trade- 
ffs between due process and efficacy in content moderation 
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may not be so costly as platforms themselves suggest. For
platforms, shadow banning doesn’t just outwit bad actors; it
avoids bad press. 

Overall, then, the incentives toward shadow banning are
several. Its most important driver may be the general turn
to visibility remedies, as a response to disinformation and
other recent controversies around “lawful but awful” content.
These new techniques result in less observable moderation
decisions, and therefore lend newfound significance to official
notices as transparency safeguards, not just to explain mod-
eration decisions but to notify them. In this way, the turn to
visibility remedies offers a pretext for platforms’ more gen-
eral tendency toward secrecy in content moderation, which is
driven by both technical and political considerations. All these
factors suggest that shadow banning will likely persist unless
platforms face sufficient pressure to end it. Enter: the Digital
Services Act. 

3. Transparency rules for content moderation 

in the Digital Services Act 

The Digital Services Act (DSA) is not the first legislation to reg-
ulate transparency in content moderation, but it is the first to
address the issue of shadow banning directly.2 The following
section proceeds by introducing the general features of the
DSA’s notice-and-action framework for content moderation,
including its definition of shadow banning in Recital 55. It then
highlights two key provisions that regulate shadow banning
practice: Article 14 on Terms of Service, and Article 17 on the
Statement of Reasons. 

3.1. The DSA’s notice-and-action framework for content 
moderation 

The DSA is a lengthy and complex piece of legislation, but it is
fair to say that its main concern is content moderation. This
it regulates in three main ways. First, it restates, with only mi-
nor revisions, the pre-existing ‘safe harbour’ regime governing
liability for unlawful user-generated content.3 Second, it out-
lines a comprehensive procedural framework for all content
moderation actions, known as the ‘Notice-and-Action’ frame-
work. What makes this framework especially novel is that it
2 The platform-to-business regulation or ‘P2B Regulation’ con- 
tains a similar set of rights in Articles 3 and 4. This instruments 
was adopted in 2019, only three years before the DSA. This con- 
tribution focuses on the DSA since its rights are both deeper in 

substance and broader in scope; the DSA’s relevant safeguards ap- 
ply to all users of hosting services, including platforms, whereas 
the P2B Regulation applies only to business users of online inter- 
mediation services (See P2B Regulation, Articles 3 and 4). The DSA 

is also the first EU legislation to expressly use the term ‘shadow 

ban’. Most shadow banning cases covered by the P2B Regulation 

are therefore covered by the DSA’s rules as well, whereas the in- 
verse is not true. Some additional comparative reflections are in- 
cluded at the end of this section. 

3 Its predecessor is Directive 2000 /31/EC of the European Parlia- 
ment and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of 
information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in 

the Internal Market (’e-Commerce Directive’). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

applies not only to content prohibited by law, but also to con-
tent prohibited under the service’s own terms and conditions.
Third, the DSA sets out duties of care for the very largest plat-
forms, known as ‘systemic risk mitigation’. Most relevant for
our purposes is the second element: notice-and-action. 

The DSA’s notice-and-action framework applies to all con-
tent moderation actions, a concept which it defines broadly.
Earlier content moderation laws have concerned themselves
almost exclusively with content removal and account suspen-
sion, in what Eric Goldman has termed the ‘binary leave up
/ take down paradigm’ ( Goldman, 2021 ). The DSA innovates
with a more expansive understanding of content moderation
actions that expressly includes non-removal remedies such
as demonetisation and visibility restrictions (Article 3(t) DSA).
Recital 55 clarifies what the DSA means by visibility restric-
tions, and even mentions shadow banning explicitly: 

Restriction of visibility may consist in demotion in ranking or in
recommender systems, as well as in limiting accessibility by one
or more recipients of the service or blocking the user from an on-
line community without the user knowing it (‘shadow banning’).

This recital clearly uses shadow banning in the original,
narrow sense of secret account suspensions, rather than the
modern, broad sense of secret visibility reductions. From a le-
gal standpoint this matters little, however, since the phrase
“shadow banning” is only used in this recital and does not re-
turn in the DSA’s actual enacting provisions (i.e. its “articles”).
Going forward, lawyers would do well to keep in mind this gap
between statutory and popular usage. But regardless of these
semantics, the fact remains that visibility remedies, which at-
tract the bulk of shadow banning speculation, are recognised
as content moderation actions, and are therefore subject to
the DSA’s notice-and-action procedures. 

The DSA’s notice-and-action framework operates as fol-
lows. Its cornerstone is Article 14 DSA, which lays down two
key principles: First, the rules governing online intermedi-
aries’ content moderation must be published in their Terms
and Conditions, in “clear and unambiguous language ”. Sec-
ond, these rules must be enforced “in a diligent, objective and
proportionate manner”, and with due regard to the interests
and fundamental rights involved (q.v. Appelman et al., 2021 ).
Article 16 adds that these services must offer a notice mecha-
nism through which third parties can flag content for content
moderation review. Crucially for our purposes, Article 17 re-
quires that online intermediaries provide a Statement of Rea-
sons to the affected uploader for each content moderation de-
cision (regardless of whether the action is taken in response to
a notice or on the service’s own initiative). These actions must
also be open to appeals through internal complaint handling
(Article 20) and through external dispute resolution (Article
21). Taken together, this framework reflects the basic princi-
ples of due process: every sanction – i.e. any deprivation of
lawful interests – must be governed by clear and foreseeable
rules; must be notified and explained to the affected users;
and must be open to reasoned appeals ( Suzor, 2018 ). As we
will see below, this leaves little room for shadow banning. 

This is only a basic sketch. The DSA introduces many more
transparency rules besides, but these are generally less rele-
vant to the issue of shadow banning. For instance, the DSA
also contains public reporting requirements for content mod-
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ration actions (e.g. Articles 15, 23, and 42), explanation du- 
ies for recommender systems (Article 27), and data access 
or regulators and researchers (Article 40). Yet these provisions 
re not designed to regulate individual moderation actions or 
hadow bans. 

.2. Article 14 DSA on terms and conditions 

rticle 14(1) DSA demands that platforms codify their content 
oderation rules. In “clear and unambiguous language”, their 

erms and Conditions must set out information about the re- 
trictions they impose regarding user-generated content. This 
isclosure “shall include information on any policies, proce- 
ures, measures and tools used for the purpose of content 
oderation, including algorithmic decision-making and hu- 
an review.” I refer to this as the codification principle, since 

t reflects the rule of law principles of legality, foreseeability,
nd accessibility for the imposition of sanctions. 

This codification principle is relatively novel in platform 

egulation. In keeping with the binary paradigm’s focus on 

nlawful content ( Goldman, 2021 ), most content moderation 

aws have heretofore left platforms’ internal rules largely un- 
egulated.4 Precursors to the DSA’s codification principle can 

lready be found in national court precedents, which have 
laced limits on overly vague Terms based on fundamental 
ights, consumer protection, and general principles of private 
aw (e.g. Ketteman and Tiedeke, 2020 ). In this light, Article 14 
SA’s codification principle is not entirely new, but instead 

erves to clarify, and perhaps strengthen, the pre-existing 
uty for platforms to stipulate clear and specific content mod- 
ration policies. 

Most major platforms already publish content policies, and 

hese have become more detailed over time. Still, these vol- 
ntary efforts continue to be criticised for their lack of de- 
ail, and Article 14 DSA might force further reforms by hold- 
ng them to its standard of clear and unambiguous language.
ts impact may be especially significant for non-takedown 

emedies, which tend to be given short thrift in platforms’ 
urrent Terms, being governed by relatively generic policies 
uch as restrictions on “inappropriate” or “borderline” con- 
ent ( Heldt, 2020 ; Horten, 2021 ). Facebook recently published 

 systematic overview of its (down)ranking policies, known as 
ts Content Distribution Guidelines, but this is the exception 

o the general rule that the policies for most non-takedown 
4 Some exceptions: Variants on the DSA’s codification principle 
though far more narrowly tailored - can be found in recent sec- 

oral frameworks such as the recent Platform-to-Business Regu- 
ation (as regards the ranking of business users by ecommerce plat- 
orms ) and the Audiovisual Media Services Directive (as regards the 
rotection of minors, hate speech and terrorism on video sharing 
latforms). See: Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Par- 

iament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 on promoting fair- 
ess and transparency for business users of online intermedia- 

ion services, Article 3. Directive (EU) 2018 /1808 of the European 

arliament and of the Council of 14 November 2018 amending Di- 
ective 2010/13/EU on the coordination of certain provisions laid 

own by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States 
oncerning the provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovi- 
ual Media Services Directive) in view of changing market realities 
018, Article 28(b)(3)(a). 
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emedies are not published in the same systematic detail as 
or takedown ( Facebook, 2020 ). Article 14 DSA would demand 

 more systematic and comprehensive approach to such doc- 
mentation for all online platforms and for all moderation 

easures, and help to shed light on visibility management 
olicies. 

Still, Article 14 DSA is only a partial solution for shadow 

anning. If enforced properly, it might provide some reassur- 
nces by improving the foreseeability of platform policies and 

elping users to self-assess their compliance. For this to suc- 
eed, the Terms would need to be both detailed and clear,
nd even then, it would only help relatively sophisticated and 

roactive users—those with the wherewithal to seek out and 

tudy these disclosures. Most users, we know, do not con- 
ult Terms and Conditions. But experts do ( Mahieu and Aus- 
oos, 2020 ; Fung, 2013 ). 

Even towards experts, there is little cause for optimism 

bout the foreseeability that Terms can provide. Like all con- 
racts, platform Terms face the basic problems of indetermi- 
acy and contractual incompleteness; no statute or contract 

s ever sufficiently detailed to cover all contingencies, and will 
nevitably leave room for interpretation. Even legal doctrines 
ith centuries of jurisprudence behind them, such as defama- 

ion or fair use, continue to divide lawyers, leaving little hope 
hat enforcement of platform Terms should ever be any more 
oreseeable. Indeed, excessively detailed codifications may not 
ven be desirable due to tradeoffs with flexibility and substan- 
ive fairness, which could unduly hamper moderators in un- 
oreseen circumstances. 

Adding to this challenge of foreseeability are the practi- 
al constraints of content moderation at scale. Content mod- 
ration is not a process of careful legal-professional reason- 
ng, but an industrial process that occurs at massive scales 
hrough standardised routines ( Roberts, 2019 ). In light of its 

assive scale, Evelyn Douek (2022) proposes that content 
oderation is best understood as an administrative bureau- 

racy rather than as a judiciary carefully weighing individual 
ases. And even this administrative analogy, as Douek herself 
cknowledges, may overstate the role of human judgement.
uman moderators, if at all involved, are typically forced to 
ecide on moderation actions through snap judgements and 

rude heuristics, and rarely have time for careful delibera- 
ion or fact-finding ( Roberts, 2019 ). For instance, Facebook in- 
tructed its moderators to classify content as terrorist pro- 
aganda for the mere mentioning of certain terrorist organ- 

sations ( Biddle, 2021 ). Many more decisions are automated 

ntirely ( Roberts, 2019 ; Bloch-Wehba, 2020 ). Relying on au- 
omated machine-learning classifiers, these automated deci- 
ions operate through statistical inferences bearing little or no 
esemblance to human reasoning as expressed in language- 
ased rules.5 The true drivers of content moderation, there- 
ore, are often far removed from the policy principles that 
ominally govern them. 

For all these reasons, Article 14 ′ s Terms and Conditions 
ontribution to foreseeability is likely to be modest. Its most 
5 Amélie Heldt (2020) cites the telling example of Facebook mis- 
lassifying a pair of onions as due to the ‘overtly sexual manner’ 
hey were positioned—evidently the result of a machine-learning 
lassification error. 
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important function may be not as an ex ante guide to user
conduct but rather as an ex post rubric for appeals and er-
ror correction; a form of justificatory transparency which aims
to establish and help vindicate individual rights ( Kaminski,
2020 ). Of course, the problem with shadow banning is that
it precludes all opportunities for such appeals and error cor-
rections. For shadow banning, Article 14 may provide some
minimal opportunity for self-assessment, but since errors and
ambiguities cannot be ruled out it does not address the issue
directly. To even begin evaluating platforms decisions, users
must first be made aware of them. For that, we must turn to
Article 17. 

3.3. Article 17 DSA on the statement of reasons 

Article 17 DSA demands that each moderation action be ac-
companied by a “Statement of Reasons” to the affected user.
This statement must include the following information: (1) the
measure taken; (2) the legal or contractual violation that this
measure responds to; (2) the facts and circumstances relied
on in taking the decision; (3) information on the role of auto-
mated decision-making in this action, (4) whether or not the
measure was taken in response to a third party notice; and (5)
the user’s possibilities for redress. 

Article 17 fulfils at least two distinct functions: notification
and explanation. Notification makes users aware of sanctions,
whereas explanation aims to give reasons for those sanctions.
Explanation is a crucial feature of due process, and raises
many difficult policy questions in the context of (automated)
content moderation ( Gorwa et al., 2020 ). But these are tangen-
tial to the issue of shadow banning, which, as discussed, is pri-
marily a problem of notification. Indeed, if shadow banning is
characterised by a lack of notification, then Article 17 ′ s notifi-
cation duty can be read as a prohibition on shadow banning. 

Article 17 does contain exceptions, however. First, it does
not apply to moderation actions taken in response to removal
orders by public authorities, as regulated under Article 8 DSA.
This exception is not immediately relevant to the problem of
shadow banning, since it only applies to removals and not vis-
ibility remedies. More importantly for our purposes, Article 17
DSA also exempts content moderation actions affecting “de-
ceptive high-volume commercial content”. This exception is
worth discussing in detail, as it is here that the DSA attempts
to balance the competing interests at stake in shadow ban-
ning.6 

This clause about high-volume commercial content seems
to envision a narrow exception for shadow banning in the con-
text of advertising spam. That the EU legislator should side
with secrecy here, stands to reason; advertising spam is perpe-
trated by relatively persistent and well-resourced adversaries,
and appeals to no significant public interests. In advertising
spam, therefore, the public interest in transparency and due
process is relatively low, and the public interest in secrecy (and
6 The DSA’s legislative history supports this reading; in the orig- 
inal proposal, the Statement of Reasons applied only to takedown 

decisions, and did not contain any exemptions for commercial 
content. The same round of amendments which expanded this 
provision to cover all moderation actions, also added the exemp- 
tion for high-volume commercial content. 

 

thus the effective combating of adversarial spammers) is rel-
atively high. A broader exemption might also have included
political spam, in what is known as “information operations”
or “coordinated inauthentic behaviour” ( François and Douek
2021 ; Giglietto et al. 2020 ). But the DSA’s focus on commer-
cial content suggests that such political activity is too sensi-
tive from a public interest perspective to permit unaccount-
able shadow banning. 

More surprising is the proviso that this commercial con-
tent must be “deceptive” for shadow banning to be permitted.
This is a substantial narrowing. After all, spam can be unwel-
come even when it is factually accurate. And for platforms to
check for truthfulness in user content is a major operational
burden, since these services must moderate many millions or
even billions of such items every year. It is also unclear how
this exception will apply to moderation actions taken against
accounts or users , given that the exception refers to deceptive
commercial content . Overall, then, the exception is relatively
narrow, and leaves little room for shadow banning at all. 

The DSA’s secrecy rules can be contrasted with those in the
P2B Regulation, which offer comparable content moderation
transparency rights for business users. Here the exceptions
are generally broader and more flexible. First, the P2B Regu-
lation’s statement of reasons in Article 4 takes an actor-based
approach, and simply permits secrecy in cases where the busi-
ness user in question “has repeatedly infringed the applica-
ble terms and conditions” (P2B Regulation, Article 4(5)). This
actor-based approach will likely appeal to platforms since it
is far more practicable to assess repeat violations than to as-
sess veracity. Then again, if interpreted too broadly, the con-
cept of “repeat infringement” does risk restricting due process
for ordinary users acting in good faith.7 Second, the P2B Reg-
ulation’s disclosure rules for ranking in Article 5 attempt to
manage security and circumvention concerns by introducing
an exemption for the disclosure of “any information that, with
reasonable certainty, would result in the enabling of deception
of consumers or consumer harm through the manipulation
of search results” (P2B Regulation, Article 5(6)). This exception
based on the substance of disclosures seems to enable platforms
to modulate the level of detail given in explanations, without
necessarily impinging on the basic, prior safeguard of notifi-
cation. In sum, whereas the DSA’s secrecy rules focus on the
nature of the moderated content , the P2B shows how consider-
ing the actors and disclosures might also be relevant parameters
for the balancing of transparency against secrecy. In this light,
the DSA’s shadow banning exceptions are not only narrow but
somewhat inflexible, in that they focus only on the moderated
content and do not take into account other factors. 

Another factor that might be considered is the nature of the
enforced rule . For instance, actions against child sexual abuse
imagery or cyberstalking might justify a greater degree of se-
crecy than those against clickbait or conspiracy theories. As
to account-based factors, besides repeat infringers, one might
also consider an exemption for new accounts; rapidly creating
7 For instance, YouTube’s ‘copyright strikes’ systems escalates 
sanctions users as little as three violations over as long as 
a six-month period. This approach has been criticised for the 
risk of chilling effects on user activity. See: Bridy (2020) , citing 
Wodinsky (2019) . 
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ew accounts is an important strategy for spammers to cir- 
umvent account suspensions and terminations. But for the 
SA, a brand new account with zero followers or post history 
eems to be entitled to the same due process treatment as an 

stablished pillar of the community. Clearly, the cost-benefit 
nalysis for due process is complex and may vary significantly 
cross all these different cases.. But for Article 17 DSA, all that 
atters is whether the item contains high-volume deceptive 

ommercial content. 
More fundamentally, the DSA’s approach is inflexible in 

hat it bundles all relevant due process rights—notice, expla- 
ation and appeals—into the singular concept of a ‘modera- 
ion action’. In practice there may be a large set of edge-cases 
here integral explanation and/or appeal could be onerous in 

erms of costs, or too sensitive in terms of security, but where a 
are notice right could still be of substantial value as a bulwark 
gainst shadow banning and as a minimal precondition for le- 
al and social accountability. In this light, the DSA’s attempt at 
alancing is somewhat rudimentary, and in future may ben- 
fit from further refinement, such as by incorporating more 
actors into the shadow banning calculus and unbundling no- 
ice safeguards from other aspects of due process. 

At present, the DSA’s rigid design still deserves praise 
or erring on the side of transparency rather than secrecy,
nd thereby providing an impetus for more informed de- 
ate on the merits of shadow banning. Until now, the case 
or shadow banning has rested primarily on untested tech- 
ocratic arguments about circumvention. As I have argued 

n Section 2.3 above, these claims are not only difficult for 
utsiders to assess but also risk giving cover to the plat- 
orms’ more general disinterest in accountability and due pro- 
ess. The DSA, by erring on the side of transparency, will 
ut these arguments to the test, forcing platforms to demon- 
trate the practical need for shadow banning (if any) and make 
hese claims available for public scrutiny. If greater secrecy is 
eemed necessary in future legislation, then this will at least 
e a secrecy arrived at through public rulemaking, rather than,
s present, a secrecy taken on faith from self-interested plat- 
orms. 

Regardless of such future revisions, a more pressing practi- 
al problem for the DSA’s enforcement is how it defines mod- 
ration actions in the first place; what it means for an item to 
oderated. As I will discuss below, the category of ranking or 

demotion’ sanctions is especially problematic. 

. Ranking due process between moderation 

nd curation 

.1. Defining demotion and the problem of 
ounterfactuals 

ompared to most content moderation remedies, it is not so 
lear what it means to ‘demote’ an item. Most other remedies 
an be summed up in relatively straightforward binaries: an 

tem can either be left up or taken down; listed or delisted; 
onetised or demonetised; an account active or suspended.

ut when is an item ‘demoted’ or ‘downranked’, as opposed to 
erely ‘ranked’? The basic problem is that ranking is a zero- 

um process in which all items receive differential treatment,
eaving no clear baseline of ordinary or default treatment for 
omparison. In other words, demotion lacks a clear counter- 
actual. 

Several commentaries have already remarked on this prob- 
em of counterfactuals as an obstacle in regulating ranking 

oderation. For Rachel Griffin (2022) , it counsels against a 
uman rights approach to ranking governance: ranking in- 

erventions are “difficult to frame as a clear-cut rights vio- 
ation”, since, after all, “[ w ]hat level of algorithmic visibility 
oes anyone have a right to?” Gillespie (2022) concludes that 
it is nearly impossible to be transparent about reduction poli- 
ies”, since, after all, “[ h ]ow does one measure or document 
eduction: what should the reduced visibility of a piece of 
ontent be compared to?” Very similar objections have also 
een raised against the regulation of “amplification”, which 

efers to excessive visibility rather than restricted visibility 
nd in this sense can be seen as the mirror image to demotion.
aphne Keller (2021) objects that proposals to regulate ampli- 
cation are “hard to assess, because it is hard to define”, and 

or Luke Thorburne, Jonathan Stray and Priyanjana Bengag- 
na (2022) the concept of amplification is “not precise enough 

o be used in law”. This problem of counterfactuals poses a 
efinitional challenge for the DSA’s regulation of demotion. It 
lso speaks to an ambiguity in the shadow banning imaginary 
tself: both imply some underlying distinction between ordi- 
ary ranking routines and exceptional ranking sanctions. 

I want to offer a slightly more optimistic account. With- 
ut denying the problem of counterfactuals, I propose that a 
orkable legal concept of “demotion” might still be devised 

hrough detailed engagement with specific ranking architec- 
ures. Demotion practices come into view more clearly when 

ne recognises that the platform ranking process does not 
onsist of one single, monolithic Algorithm, but is instead 

omprised of many fragmentary organisational and computa- 
ional units all working in concert but fulfilling distinct func- 
ions ( Rieder and Hofmann, 2020 ; Seaver, 2017 ). In these com-
lex assemblages, it is possible to distinguish certain subsys- 
ems that ascribe relevance scores to content (typically opti- 

ised for user engagement), and others that impose ex post 
aluses or bonuses on these scores based on ulterior opti- 
isation processes, such as clickbait or hate speech classi- 

ers. In other words, certain subsystems produce algorithmic 
elevance scores, whereas other subsystems serve only to re- 
uce them ( Gillespie, 2022 ). The former optimises for engage- 
ent, the latter for compliance. It is these reduction decisions 

hat most clearly constitute moderation actions. This inter- 
retation manages the problem of counterfactuals by taking 
ngagement optimisation as its baseline treatment, against 
hich reductions can then be defined. 

Facebook’s own description of its Newsfeed ranking pro- 
ess ( Fig. 1 below) can serve as an example. It includes three 
ain steps involving different sets of machine learning 

lassifiers: (1) inventory or candidate generation, which se- 
ects several hundreds of possibly relevant candidates out 
f the pool of available content, (2) relevance scoring, which 

ttributes initial ranking scores to all candidates based on 

multitask model’ for engagement optimisation, and (3) in- 
egrity processes, which test items for compliance with rules 
uch as those on borderline content and spam. Whereas steps 
1) and (2) appear to optimise for relevance, and together pro- 
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Fig. 1 – Facebook’s schematisation of its Newsfeed ranking procedure.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

duce relevance scores, step (3) optimises for entirely different
classifiers, often content-related, to reduce relevance scores.
These integrity processes, then, might result in ‘demotions’
for purposes of EU law. 

Returning to the problem of counterfactuals, all this means
that platforms should be able to disclose whether an item has
been demoted. What remains challenging, however, is to de-
termine by how much an item has been demoted. Since content
ranking is user-driven and path-dependent, it is all but impos-
sible to determine how an item would have performed had it
not been demoted ( Gillespie, 2022 ). Estimates might be made
by observing the average impact of a given demotion tech-
nique, for instance by comparing demoted and non-demoted
items from individual accounts, but these would only be rough
estimates. From a legal perspective, these questions around
the impact of demotion could be relevant in assessing propor-
tionality or damages related to wrongful demotions. But this
calculation problem is less germane to the issue of shadow
banning, which, as discussed, revolves around the prior ques-
tion of whether an item has been demoted, and for which the
question of impact remains secondary.9 
8 This is a screenshot taken from Facebook’s official website. The 
‘contextual pass’ mentioned in this schema refers to an additional 
step accounting for contextual considerations such as content di- 
versity. See: Lada et al. (2021) . 

9 Admittedly, these questions of whether and how much may still 
overlap insofar as one might try to impose a de minimis standard 

for demotion due process. For instance, one might argue that light- 
touch interventions resulting in a mere 1% reduction are insuffi- 
cient to raise due process concerns as moderation sanctions, and 

should therefore be exempted from the DSA’s procedural safe- 

 

 

 

 

 

EU law, therefore, appears to be coalescing around a con-
cept of demotion as an ex post reduction of engagement scores.
This approach is open to critique, however. Models such as
Facebook’s focused on “integrity processes” risk concealing
other interventions in the system and other exercises of rank-
ing power, insofar as it does not account for the ways in which
platforms govern visibility through the relevance scoring pro-
cess itself. “When we are fighting about particular dynamics
of virality”, Tarleton Gillespie (2022) warns, “we are not asking
whether there are other logics of circulation that we should
prefer”. Further to this point, it is worth noting that relevance
scoring is not a fixed or objective process but one that is itself
iterative and political. Constructs such as “engagement”, “rel-
evance”, or “quality” may seem objective, but in practice their
measurement entails a complex and value-laden weighing of
competing interests ( Van Couvering, 2007 ; Van Hoboken, 2012 ;
Gillespie, 2014 ; Napoli, 2015 ; Helberger, 2019 ; Leerssen, 2020 ).
Platforms act as gatekeepers not just by ruling on exceptions
to the ranking game, but by writing the rules to this game and
revising these over time ( Cotter, 2021 ). Relevance scoring may
therefore harbour its own forms of content regulation, which
‘demotion’ safeguards would then fail to capture. 

An example to illustrate this point is the history of Face-
book’s reaction feature, as reported by the Washington Post
( Merill and Oremus, 2021 ). The ‘Like’-button has long been
an important component of Facebook’s engagement optimi-
sation metrics, but in 2016 the platform added several new
guards. But since calculating the precise impacts of any measure is 
so complex, the problem of counterfactuals counsels against any 
such quantitative thresholds. 
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ptions including a ‘Haha’, ‘Wow’, and ‘Angry’ react. In order 
o encourage users to experiment with these new and unfa- 

iliar features, Facebook initially measured these new reacts 
s a stronger form of engagement than a conventional ‘Like’.
ater, the platform observed that the ‘Angry’ emoji correlated 

trongly with low-quality content and disinformation. To slow 

he spread of this content, the platform reduced the engage- 
ent signal of Angry reacts to zero. In this way, Facebook sup- 

ressed content not by reducing its relevance scores, but in- 
tead by changing how they define relevance in the first place.

In this sense, a regulatory project focused on “demotion”
isks overlooking the structural ( Griffin, 2022 ) or constitutive 
 Cotter, 2021 ) aspects of platform ranking power. Still, it has 
he advantage of singling out relatively fine-grained and tar- 
eted interventions. Structural changes to engagement opti- 
isation, such as Facebook’s reaction feature changes, strug- 

le to single out specific targets, and can only do so indi- 
ectly based on observed patterns in user engagement. But 
x post reductions, by contrast, afford a relatively fine-grained 

orm of control. They permit platforms to curate content not 
nly by tweaking relevance metrics but on wholly separate 
riteria, including automated but also manual human inter- 
ention. From a freedom of expression perspective, there- 
ore, these more targeted demotion sanctions may arguably 
aise heightened concerns of censorship or viewpoint dis- 
rimination; they provide a venue for platforms to exercise 
ontent-specific “opinion power” ( Helberger, 2022 ) or “curato- 
ial power” ( Poell et al., 2022 ) in ways that the engagement 
ptimisation process itself may not. In this sense, ex post re- 
trictions raise distinct risks from a fundamental rights and 

ue process perspective, which arguably require distinct safe- 
uards. 

In light of the above, I conclude that it is not entirely futile 
r incoherent to regulate demotion as a category of content 
oderation sanctions under the DSA. It is, however, techni- 

ally complex and normatively incomplete as a means of reg- 
lating ranking power. Especially in light of regulatory agen- 
ies’ limited technical capacities, this complexity may pro- 
ide platforms with occasions for obfuscation. Transparency 
n practice is performative, and alters the practices it docu- 

ents ( Flyverbom, 2019 ). In the same way that public meet- 
ng rules push lawmakers into backchannels, Article 17 DSA 

ight encourage platforms to hide their most controversial 
easures beyond those sites which the law has recognised as 

content moderation”. For these reasons, platforms’ descrip- 
ions of their ranking process cannot be taken at face value.
n order to determine the mechanisms of ‘demotion, regula- 
ors will need to take full and independent stock of platform 

anking procedures. 
Even if Article 17 DSA is enforced rigorously, and all demo- 

ion is disclosed dutifully, what it probably cannot do is put 
n end to shadow banning suspicions and allegations . Users will 
ontinue to face sudden and inexplicable drops in visibility, if 
ot due to secret ex post sanctions then due to more systemic 
x ante adjustments to the ranking system; or simply due to 
he ever-shifting whims of audience taste and attention. This 
recarity is a structural feature of ranking (Duffy, 2020). From 

he user perspective, these fluctuations may be functionally 
ndistinguishable from shadow banning, and will likely con- 
inue to arouse suspicions of foul play. That the law does not 
ecognise users’ rise and fall as a result of ‘content moder- 
tion’, may be of little reassurance to them. Helping publics 
o grapple with these more constitutive dimensions of rank- 
ng power demands that we move past narrow concerns with 

hadow banning and content moderation sanctions, and to- 
ards a more comprehensive reckoning with the precarities 
f content curation. 

.2. Ranking transparency beyond the downrank: from 

oderation to curation 

he above has shown that important aspects of ranking gov- 
rnance cannot be broken down into individual cases of con- 
ent moderation—into discrete demotion sanctions depriving 
pecific individuals of their lawful interests. The structural or 
onstitutive features of content ranking are integrated into 

he engagement optimisation process; they produce ranking 
ather than merely reducing it. Addressing these demands a 

ore expansive approach to transparency and accountability 
n ranking systems, not only as an occasional site of content 

oderation but as structural site of content curation. What 
ew models of ranking transparency come into view when we 

ook beyond the restrictive categories of content moderation,
emotion, and shadow banning? 

A first step, already taken in the DSA, is Article 27 ′ s cod-
fication principle for recommender systems, which is sep- 
rate from its codification principle for moderation policies.
rticle 27 DSA requires platforms to disclose “the main pa- 

ameters used in their recommender systems”, including “the 
riteria which are most significant in determining the infor- 
ation suggested to the recipient of the service.” In addition,

his provision requires that platforms state “the reasons for 
he relative importance of those parameters.” Since this pro- 
ision is not limited to moderation sanctions, it can start to 
hed light on curation in a more comprehensive sense with- 
ut being confined to “demotion”. 

General codification rules such as these still face important 
imitations, however. Abstract descriptions of recommender 
lgorithms struggle to shed meaningful light on their op- 
ration in practice, due to the extreme complexity of their 
achine-learning algorithms as well as the sociotechnical 

ontingency of their interaction with user content and audi- 
nces ( Leerssen, 2020 ). Furthermore, Article 27 does not even 

equire in-depth explanations; all it asks for is a description 

f “main parameters”. At worst, these descriptions could be 
o generic as to offer no practical guidance. But assuming a 
ore robust implementation, it might still function as a useful 

omplement to individual content moderation transparency: 
hen users experience a sudden drop in traffic, and receive 
o notice of individual moderation actions under Article 17 
SA, this might then prompt them to check for general up- 
ates to curation policies under Article 27 DSA. It goes beyond 

he scope of this paper to explore these possibilities in de- 
ail, but a robust ranking disclosure might for instance elab- 
rate on the following: the different engagement signals and 

ther data sources used; the relative weighting of different en- 
agement metrics and other relevance signals; possibilities for 
sers to alter their recommendation experiences; and infor- 
ation about the types of content and formats which tend to 

erform well – all in addition, of course, to the various visi- 
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bility reduction policies in place ( Bengani et al., 2022 ).10 Ide-
ally, these disclosures would include a changelog so that im-
portant changes and updates could be tracked over time. The
appropriate level of detail here may depend on the size and
sophistication of the platform in question.11 

More ambitious reforms would focus on access to ranking
data. Concerns about shadow banning are fuelled by a lack
of granular traffic data, which prevents uploaders from ob-
serving their performance in ranking systems in detail. The
available data is often limited to view and engagement ag-
gregates, with little information offered on actual recommen-
dation trends and audience discovery pathways – or reserved
only for paying customers. Expanding access to this data could
serve a dual function. First, access to analytic data could help
to enforce the DSA’s prohibition on shadow banning, by help-
ing to detect undisclosed instances of demotion. Without this
data, shadow banning will remain a known unknown, and its
enforcement could be even more likely to fail. Second, access
to analytic data could help users and publics to understand
curation trends in a broader sense going beyond mere demo-
tion or moderation, shedding light on the impacts of structural
policy choices and sociotechnical dynamics of ranking cura-
tion. Ideally, such data would also be made available not only
to uploaders themselves but also to other stakeholders in plat-
form governance, and to the public at large ( Leerssen, 2020 ;
Rieder and Hofmann, 2020 ). In designing such access frame-
works, the public interest in transparency would have to be
weighed against competing interests in privacy, service se-
curity, and (to the extent their business model is considered
worth protecting) the commercial interests of platforms. 

5. Conclusion 

Visibility remedies are making content moderation more nu-
anced, but less transparent. The blunt instruments of content
takedown and account suspension were always largely self-
evident in their effects. But visibility remedies leave barely any
trace, since they play out through dynamic and volatile rank-
ing systems which serve to obfuscate their effects. Recent alle-
10 There is also an extensive literature on algorithmic trans- 
parency in other domains. Its relevance here is limited here to 
insofar as it tends to focus on explaining highly consequential in- 
dividual decisions, such as criminal profiling and credit scoring. 
Recommender systems, by contrast, operate at a rapid pace, offer- 
ing dozens, hundreds or thousands of recommendations to most 
users every day, leading to a comparatively limited interest in ex- 
haustively explaining individual decisions and a correspondingly 
greater emphasis on systemic questions of composition and diver- 
sity across aggregates. With this caveat, further guidance might be 
sought for instance in GDPR-related discussions on the ‘right to an 

explanation’ (e.g. Edwards and Veale, 2017 ; Selbst and Powles 2017 ; 
Kaminski and Malgieri 2020 ). 
11 Article 27, like Article 14, applies to all platforms regardless 

of size (exempting only small- and micro-sized enterprises), and 

an overly demanding interpretation could be onerous on smaller 
players. A higher standard for the largest platforms could arguably 
be derived from the systemic risk framework in Articles 33 and 34, 
which requires the largest platforms to assess and mitigate sys- 
temic risks to users’ right to expression and information, in par- 
ticular as regards “the design of their recommender systems”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

gations of shadow banning can be understood as a response to
these new moderation techniques, and how these lend new-
found significance to the question of transparency rights in
content moderation. 

The DSA, as the first major legislation to regulate visibil-
ity remedies, makes shadow banning a legal problem. Its due
process notice requirements, I have shown, amount to a gen-
eral prohibition on shadow banning, with only narrow excep-
tions for high-volume deceptive commercial content. This ap-
proach leaves relatively little flexibility to balance the compet-
ing interests at stake in content moderation secrecy, particu-
larly as regards non-deceptive and non-commercial forms of
high-volume spam. I have argued that future revisions may
require a more nuanced set of exceptions, based not only on
the affected content but also taking into account other factors
such as the actors and norms at issue. Unbundling the due
process rights of notice, explanation and appeal may also help
in striking this balance. Although the DSA may lack nuance
on these points, its choice to err on the side of transparency
appears sensible, since it helps to bring these balancing con-
siderations out in the open. The case for transparency is al-
ready clear, but the case for shadow banning remains specu-
lative and undependable—difficult for outsiders to assess and
tempting for platforms to exaggerate. By erring on the side of
transparency, the DSA places the onus on platforms to demon-
strate the practical importance of shadow banning (if any!)
and make it available for public scrutiny. Should future law-
making opt for a return to shadow banning, then this will at
least be a secrecy arrived at through public rulemaking, rather
than the present secrecy taken on faith from self-interested
platforms. 

The final section of this paper has highlighted a more fun-
damental problem: the meaning of “demotion”as a category of
moderation sanctions. This concept is central to the shadow
banning imaginary and the DSA’s response to it, and yet its
meaning is far from straightforward. Building on earlier criti-
cism around the problem of counterfactuals in ranking regu-
lation, I have argued that demotion is not necessarily incoher-
ent as a legal category of moderation sanctions, if understood
as an ex post modification to content relevance scores. Under-
stood in this way, safeguards against demotion may help to
shed light on relatively fine-grained and targeted exercises of
platform opinion power. Still, it should be kept in mind that
these demotion safeguards do not account for the constitu-
tive aspects of ranking governance, not only as moderation
but also as curation; how platforms govern visibility not just
by ruling on ranking exceptions, but by writing and constantly
revising the rules of the ranking game. 
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